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evaluated by experiments from the viewpoint of easy to view
and helpfulness to understand the video content.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
describes the speech balloon captioning system and related
technologies used in the system. Keyword extraction and
topic change detection are introduced in Section III.
Evaluation experiments are shown in Section IV. Finally
Section V concludes this paper.

Abstract— This paper studies usage of both keywords
and captions in one scene for video content. Captions
show the spoken content and are renewed in a sentence
unit. A method is proposed to extract keywords
automatically from transcribed texts. The method
estimates topic boundary, extracts keywords by Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) and presents them in speech
balloon captioning system. The proposed method is
evaluated by experiments from the viewpoint of easy to
view and helpfulness to understand the video content.
Adding keywords and captions obtained favorable scores
by subjective assessments.

I.

II.

A SPEECH BALLOON CAPTIONING SYSTEM

A. Overview
We develop a captioning system using speech balloons.
Balloon captions are presented in a movie, indicating a
transcription of a speaker's utterance. Keywords are extracted
from the text, and topic boundaries are also estimated. The
keywords are emphasized using a same color for one topic, in
order to help user's understanding.
Fig.1 shows an outline of the system proposed in this paper.
At first, audio data are extracted from a video file. Secondary,
beginning points of each utterance in a time domain are
determined by a Voice Activity Detection (VAD) technique.
A caption text is obtained from the audio data, then keyword
and topic extraction are conducted. Finally, our system
integrates the movie file, the beginning points and the caption
text to display a captioned presentation using Adobe Flash.
Note that a transcribed text is used in this paper since we’d
like to evaluate a balloon captioning system as well as a
keyword detection method described in Section III.

INTRODUCTION

For decades, the closed captions have been used in TV
programs. Some cognitive experiments of news captioning for
hearing-impaired people were conducted. They show that all
of the spoken texts (350-400 characters per minute) are too
many to understand [1]. The guideline of TV closed caption is
constituted based on these experiments. On the other hand,
more video contents are nowadays around us. Captions are
mostly used as an assistance to understand video contents.
Most captions are obtained from manually transcribed or
summarized texts, which require a lot of costs.
Recently, speech recognition technology is used to produce
texts for captions from audio part of video [3,4]; for example,
a speech balloon captioning system is proposed for
information support on meetings with multiple speakers [2].
In the context of summarization research, automatic text
summarization is studied for TV news programs [5]. Other
related works are about statistic-based text summarization [6],
speech summarization [7] and integration of linguistic and
visual information [8]. Since keywords, or important words,
express the summarized content and convey information more
efficiently and effectively than whole texts, keywords are
usually attached by authors or automatically extracted from
whole texts [9].
This paper studies automatic keyword extraction as well as
topic boundary detection. A speech balloon captioning system
is also proposed. In the system, keywords are presented with
different colors for each topic. Topic changes are estimated by
features from LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) [10] models.
The whole framework of keyword usage and captioning is

B. Voice Activity Detection
Detecting speech segments in audio data is necessary not
only to synchronize the audio with corresponding texts but
also to conduct speech recognition. A simple VAD method is
implemented in our system; a power coefficient is calculated
in each audio frame to detect speech segments by a particular
threshold. Afterwards, we also executed hangover processing
to reduce detection errors.
C. Sentence Boundary Estimation
In the proposed system, sentence boundaries are needed in
order to fill a speech balloon with a suitable amount of texts.
Texts are segmented and tagged with part-of-speech classes
by morphological analysis. For each word, a probability of its
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label can be expressed by the conditional probability with
model parameters. Here, the label is either a final word or a
non-final word in one sentence. A sequence of five words is a
unit to be considered. It consists of two preceding words, the
focused word, and two following words. The feature set is the
surface expression and the part-of-speech tag for each word in
the sequence. These are decided by preliminary experiments.
The conditional probability of label for each input word can
be estimated by this feature set and model parameters of
Conditional Random Fields (CRF) [11]. The model
parameters were trained with news paper articles and
transcribed speech corpus. Words before end punctuation are
labeled as final words. In the following experiments, the
transcribed texts from speech are used instead of speech
recognition results.

III.

AUTOMATIC KEYWORD EXTRACTION

The system extracts keywords from a caption text while
estimating topic boundaries. The keywords of each topic can
be extracted by estimating the topic boundary. The keywords
are highlighted so that the user can quickly understand the
outline of a video content. LDA is employed for topic
boundary estimation and keyword extraction. MeCab [12] is
used as a part-of-speech and morphological analyzer.
A. Latent Dirichlet Allocation
LDA is a probabilistic document model that assumes the
distribution over C latent topics
is given by the
Dirichlet distribution Dir(
for each document. A
probability of a document d=
is expressed by:
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When an unknown text d is observed, P( |d) can be
computed by LDA. A topic mixture ratio vector, or a Cdimensional vector each of whose element is P(
|d),
represents the mixture proportion of the latent topics
contained in the text. Similarity between two texts can be
measured by:
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where and denotes topic mixture ratio vectors of each
text respectively. The system detects a topic boundary when
the similarity between two adjacent text blocks is below a
threshold. Fig.3 shows an example of topic mixture ratio
vectors.

Fig.1 System outline.
D. Display Method of Captions
Caption of television (TV) and the movie are often displayed
in the lower part of the screen. In contrast, speech balloon
captioning system displays the caption near speaker’s face.
The latter captioning method makes it easier to know who and
when spoke, as well as what was spoken in the case of
multiple speakers, Fig.2 shows examples of TV captioning
system (left) and speech balloon captioning system (right).

caption

captio

n

Fig.3 An example of topic mixture ratio vectors.

Fig.2 Caption systems (left: TV system, right: balloon
system).
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C.

Compound Word
A compound word is a word composed of two or more
words. A number of common compound words are analyzed
as separate words when the standard IPA lexicon for MeCab
is employed. Hence we added approximately 90,000
compound nouns used as the titles of Wikipedia articles to the
lexicon. In addition, 56,000 sequences of two nouns appeared
in the training corpus are added as compound words.

score
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Evaluation item

Fig.5 Evaluation for a balloon captioning system.
The evaluation about sentence boundary (item 2) indicates a
good estimation result and effectiveness of VAD and CRF.
The number of characters varies for each caption. It becomes
sometimes several lines long and makes the balloon too large.
In such cases, the balloon caption system obtained
unfavorable evaluation results (item 3 and item 4). They show
that improvement is needed to insert appropriate boundaries
in one sentence, or to limit the number of characters in one
caption, or to summarize the whole sentence. This experiment
was about speech balloon captioning system for one speaker.
Effectiveness for multiple speakers should be explored further.
In order to extend this captioning system, it is considered to
utilize keywords in the captions.
B.

Fig.4 Examples of extracted keywords.

A.

2
1

D. Keyword Extraction
A word related to a specific topic is extracted from a caption
as a keyword. In this study, a word w is considered to belong
to a topic
when P(w| ) is largest among C latent
topics. After a document is segmented by the detected topic
boundaries, the system extracts keywords that belong to any
of the several dominant topics, of which mixture proportion in
the current segment is above a threshold. In this paper, the
number of latent topics is set at 100. The keywords are
highlighted in different colors according to the topics they
belong to. Fig.4 shows some examples of extracted keywords.

IV.

3

Evaluation of Keyword Extraction

A subjective experiment is conducted to evaluate the
keyword extraction system. Fig.6 shows sample content with
a caption and emphasized keywords proposed in this paper. A
movie was presented to test subjects (14 students), who were
then asked to assess them in the form of a five-grade scale.
Other experimental conditions were the same as the
preliminary experiment described table 1. The evaluation item
is shown as follows:

EVALUATION EXPERIMENTS

Evaluation of Balloon Captioning System

To test the effectiveness of our captioning system, we
conducted the subjective experiments on 5-point scales about
helpfulness to understand the content. Evaluation items for
the first experiment are shown as follows:
[Evaluation item]
(1) Timing of switching caption
(2) Sentence boundary
(3) Easy to view
(4) Number of printing character
(5) Total evaluation
Table 1 shows details of a video content used in the
experiments. Fig.5 shows results for the above five evaluation
items. Higher score indicates better evaluation results.

Table 1 Conditions of evaluation experiments.
Speaker

1

Character’s number of caption

Not limit

Length of content

3 minutes

Number of subjects evaluated

14

Caption system

Balloon

Fig.6 Sample scene with caption and keywords.
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Evaluation item

Fig.7 Evaluation for extracted keywords.
[Evaluation item]
(1) Number of keywords
(2) Appropriateness of keywords
(3) Helpfulness to understand
(4) Understanding the change in the topic
The evaluation result (item 4) in Fig.7 shows our proposed
method is useful for user to understand topic changes.
However, the experimental results (item 1 and item 2) are
insufficient. The proposed system sometimes represents many
keywords excessively since all keyword candidates belonging
to latent topics of which topic mixture ratio is over a threshold
were adopted.
There is a possibility that a color of keywords influences
user's understanding level. For example, white texts on black
background may be easy to read for users. Thus it is necessary
to examine the influence of color of keywords in caption. As
described in section II, representing caption texts in a balloon
is one of the most important issues in our system. Properly
inserting text breaks, summarizing transcribed texts, and
simply displaying many technical terms should be
investigated. Finally, further evaluations using the other
contents are also required.
V.

CONCLUSION

This paper has described usage of keywords and speech
balloon captioning in one scene for video content. A method
was proposed to extract keywords by topic model from the
transcribed texts. They were tested from the viewpoint of
helpfulness to understand the video content. It is found that
adding appropriate keywords obtained favorable scores by
subjective assessments. As future works, estimation of topic
boundary and extraction of keywords need higher accuracy
and should be more robust. When speech recognition results
are used as input texts, recognition errors may be problematic
to obtain appropriate keywords.
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